
Minutes of PPPAC Meeting – Thursday, Nov 8, 2007 

Present – Harald Norve, Paul Doane, Gerrie Masters, Janet Kitz, Duncan Morum, Leanne Chisholm, 
Anne West, Kate Greene, Allan Robertson, Peter Bigelow, Stephen Rice, Stewart MacMillan 

Regrets – Phil Read, Vivek Tomar, Sue Uteck 

Venue – Point Pleasant Lodge 

1) Presentation by Allison Kouzovnikov, Executive Director of Community Foundation of 
Nova Scotia – Allison described the history and the function of community foundations across 
Canada, the structure and activities of the Community Foundation of Nova Scotia (CFNS), and an 
outline of how its endowment funds are structured and operated. A copy of her presentation is 
attached. For more information on CFNS, there’s a comprehensive website at www.cfns.ca. In 
summary, Committee members concluded that the CFNS could play an important role in managing 
development funds for implementing the PPP Master Plan and its recommended projects in the 
future. 

2) Potential fund-raising strategies – After Allison’s presentation, the Committee briefly 
discussed raising funds for projects within the Park. Four main points emerged. First, successful fund-
raising must relate to specific, detailed projects (such as those expected to be recommended by the 
Master Plan) rather than to general ‘restoration’ efforts, as donors typically want to support specific 
projects. Second, fund-raising might be difficult if potential donors feel that PPP is ‘owned’ by HRM, 
as donors may also feel HRM has significant financial resources, certainly significant enough to 
handle restoration projects in the Park. Third, the need to generate significant funds directly through a 
campaign is essential, as funding from municipal, provincial, federal or other sources is almost always 
in the form of matching funds to those originally raised. Fourth, raising funds on a large scale requires 
substantial effort, and will require the services of a professional fund-raising entity. 

3) Sustainable funding – a foundation? – The Committee discussed the pros and cons of 
using a foundation as a funding mechanism to support PPP. In the aftermath of Hurricane Juan, HRM 
established a foundation to receive and administer funds for the Park’s restoration. This foundation 
has been dormant since its establishment. Moreover, it is a creature of the municipality, with the 
Mayor and one or more councillors as members of the board. As such, it might be seen by potential 
benefactors and donors as an agency of HRM rather than as a charitable foundation with the Park’s 
restoration as its sole interest. It was agreed that establishing a foundation managed and 
administered at arms length from HRM would be worthy of investigation. This could possibly be 
achieved by ‘transferring’ the existing foundation to the Community Foundation of Nova Scotia.  
 
Recognizing that establishing a ‘new’ foundation and designing and executing a substantial funding 
campaign are large issues requiring a careful approach, it was agreed to move slowly. The first step 
would be discussions with relevant HRM officials (the CAO and the Solicitor were suggested) in 
December to determine the municipal viewpoint, probably followed by a study carried out by either 
staff or consultants to identify key issues and to recommend an implementation strategy. Given that 
staff are very busy responding to drafts of the Master Plan, it was considered likely that a consulting 
study would be required.  
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